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Forest Ecology (3rd Edition)
Synopsis

This management-driven, comprehensive book on ecosystem ecology is the only one on the market that covers the entire field, linking conventional ecosystem-level forest ecology to forest management. It features ecological site classification, ecosystem modeling, and strong sections on ecological diversity and the physical environment. It provides a comprehensive treatment of forestry issues; as well as excellent coverage of ecosystem management, landscape management, natural disturbances and their emulation. An excellent reference work for professional foresters, resource managers, wildlife managers, parks managers, forest planners and policy makers, and forestry researchers.
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Customer Reviews

Forest Ecology uses an ecosystem approach to understanding the ecology of forests. It examines the form and function of forest ecosystems and how they change over time in response to natural and human-caused disturbances. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This management-driven, comprehensive book on ecosystem ecology is the only one on the market that covers the entire field, linking conventional ecosystem-level forest ecology to forest management. It features ecological site classification, ecosystem modeling, and strong sections on ecological diversity and the physical environment. It provides a comprehensive treatment of forestry
issues; as well as excellent coverage of ecosystem management, landscape management, natural disturbances and their emulation. An excellent reference work for professional foresters, resource managers, wildlife managers, parks managers, forest planners and policy makers, and forestry researchers.

The book is a great book for someone who is looking to learn about forest ecology if you are taking it for a college class. The only thing bad I have to say, is that I bought it brand new and the pages keep falling out. I am quite disappointed with that. You pay good money for something and it is falling apart!

THIS TEXT WHILE NOT REQUIRED BY ALL FORESTRY COURSES AN OVERVIEW OF FORESTS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST TO THE MOHAVE AND FROM THERE, ACROSS THE WORLD.

This textbook is unique (in my experience) in that it covers many topics from ecosystem processes to forest management practices, but the structure of the writing and organization of content leave a lot to be desired. While the information is there, I found the writing so jumbled that it was very hard (not to mention frustrating) to follow.
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